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Anybody can pass the DVSA test on the first attempt. It’s not magic, neither is it mere mouth-
watering words that end up putting your emotion up. This is a FACT. It is a cheque you can take
to the bank. It is definite assurance, especially for those who had been unfortunate many times
with the DVSA test and are at the point of giving up or just frustrated.Listen, when I said you
could pass your next practical driving test, I wasn’t talking about magic. It is very good to desire
to pass by taking the standard practical lessons: however, these alone are not enough. Although
the combination of a good driving school, instructor, and more intensive lessons may seem like
the recipe for a pass in a DVSA practical driving test. But even those who can check each of
those boxes like the driving Instructors, driving examiners, Parents that are of concern, etc. might
feel like something is missing (On many occasions they preferred not to let it out)Human life has
always existed with the experience of fear but when someone is overcoming and overwhelmed
by strong fears behind the wheel during the DVSA driving practical test, then psychology
defensive failure takes over with their mental blocks on. Unfortunately, the test would start to feel
uncomfortable, and that person would start to go through a hard time sustaining energy and
enthusiasm for the test. He/she will find it difficult to coordinate his/her thoughts behind the
wheel. It can also cause some people to start experiencing very severe physical symptoms such
as sweating, a fast-beating heart, shortness of breath, or dizziness. Other depressive symptoms
such as listlessness, self-doubt, feelings of guilt, poor concentration, fear of failure, and negative
thoughts about the future can also appear. In most cases, emotion drops down just because the
right mindset is required for a critical decision to assess the speed or action of other vehicles
accurately. It is highly possible for somebody becoming doubtful to progress to indecision as the
situation arises, causing great confusion that ends the test in failureHow can we be part of the
number that pass in their first attempt or break the circle of failure that has endangered so many
motoring practical test candidates?This book provides all relevant answers, the right mindset,
happiness, and enthusiasm that can trigger more insight into our driving skills ultimately help us
to pass the DVSA driving practical test at ease. It has been scientifically proved that when we are
positive, happy, and have an enthusiastic mindset people are more skilled full and demonstrate
better insight.It’s also a good guide for new drivers who want to avoid losing their licence before
the end of their two years probational period as a result of six points in their driver’s licences.
Also good for drivers coming out of driving ban or on the verge of losing the driver’s licence due
to driving offences.
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entreprises à prendre en compte chez les salariés le fait religieux et la pluralité des convictions.
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Secret PassDVSAPRACTICAL DRIVINGTest With Ease AtFirst AttemptBySIMEON
SAMUELCopyright © 2012 bySimeon SamuelAll rights reserved under international copyright
law. Contents and/or cover may not be reproduced in whole or part in any form without the
express written consent of the publisherCHAPTER OneIn Great Britain, around 1.6 million sit for
the driving test every year. The pass rate for the practical tests is 43%, while 51.6% for the
theory test. Learners find it easier to score in the theory test as it does not challenge them on the
road. Most of the students fail practical tests out of nervousness and panic. Passing the DVSA
practical test is a good and unforgettable moment for most learner drivers. There’s this great joy
that comes with having the DVSA examiner announce that you have passed with a certificate as
a confirmation, even though the L plate for the learner still displays at the front and back of the
vehicle used for the test. In the euphoria of the moment, torrents of gratitude and sweet words
are lavished on the examiner by these new drivers; some even go as far as hugging and kissing
the examiner.At the end of every successful DSVA Test, the joyous moment demonstrates the
hard work and value for money invested therein. But when someone, through the rigor of taking
driving lessons under-qualified instructors, only end up failing the test, you begin to wonder what
got in the way. Unfortunately, failing the DVSA test involves; more test booking fees, often further
driving lessons, and the driving test waiting time to take into account.The practical driving test is
undoubtedly the most challenging part of the UK driving test. It comprises of 2 modules- off-road
& on- road modules. You have to show your provisional license to sit for the practical test. The
exam can be taken in an automatic or manual car. If you take the test in an automatic vehicle
(and pass it), your license would be limited to automatic wheels only. The waiting time duration
for the practical test is technically six weeks.While a significantly larger percentage of people
who sit for a motoring practical driving test failed in their first attempt, not that people never pass
the first first time. Unfortunately, a fewer number of people are passing at the first attempt. A
huge number of aspiring drivers pass the test in 2nd or 3rd attempt. However, most of the
standard drivers can pass within the 5th attempt.But then, you will also find some who took the
6th to 12th attempt to pass the test. As mentioned earlier, there is no such limit to sit for the test.
So, you can try your hand as many times as you want once you have attained the minimum age
limit.I knew a person that did the practical driving test six times before he eventually passed.
That’s killing and not acceptable. I honestly believe nobody wants to go through that time-
consuming and emotionally draining experience before passing the DVSA test.Anybody can
pass the DVSA test on the first attempt. It’s not magic, neither is it mere mouth-watering words
that end up putting your emotion up. This is a FACT. It is a cheque you can take to the bank. It is
definite assurance, especially for those who had been unfortunate many times with the DVSA
test and are at the point of giving up or just frustrated. Listen, when I said you could pass your
next practical driving test, I wasn’t talking about magic.It is very good to desire to pass by taking
the standard practical lessons: however, these alone are not enough. How can we be part of the
number that pass in their first attempt or break the circle of failure that has endangered so many
motoring practical test candidates? The first step towards finding solutions is to identify the



problem.Why do many fail in their first attempt and every time?Many fail their DVSA test [we
won’t read or hear from others with authority that is well concerned with driving] because of fear,
anxiety, and depression. It is a major adversary preventing people from taking their practical
driving test from focusing during the driving test. Therefore, causing them to make silly and
avoidable mistakes behind the wheel.A significant number of people who failed their practical
driving test at one point satisfied the instructors preparing them for the DVSA Test. They can
drive, and they know all that is required of them. They are not daft to have wasted their hard-
earned money just like that. What held many back from making it through to success in the
practical driving test was psychological “defensive failure.”Psychological Defensive
FailurePsychological defensive failure functions by building a mental block in a person’s mind.
Our brain tries to defend us against real failure by redirecting and distracting us. These mental
blocks are Fear, Anxiety, and Depression.Human life has always existed with the experience of
fear but when someone is overcoming and overwhelmed by strong fears behind the wheel
during the DVSA driving practical test, then psychology defensive failure takes over with their
mental blocks on. Unfortunately, the test would start to feel uncomfortable and that person would
start to go through a hard time sustaining energy and enthusiasm for the test. He/she will find it
difficult to coordinate his/her thoughts behind the wheel.It can also cause some people to start
experiencing very severe physical symptoms such as sweating, a fast-beating heart, shortness
of breath, or dizziness. Other depressive symptoms such as listlessness, self-doubt, feelings of
guilt, poor concentration, fear of failure, and negative thoughts about the future can also
appear.In most cases, emotion drops down just because the right mindset is required for a
critical decision to assess the speed or action of other vehicles accurately. It is highly possible
for somebody becoming doubtful to progress to indecision as the situation arises, causing great
confusion that ends the test in failure.IndecisionIndecision is theft of opportunity, most of the
time. The good and timely decision behind the wheel is always the opening opportunity to
demonstrate your level of competence to an examiner. Unfortunately, many learner drivers fail
woefully at this due to the wrong mindset. Good decisions naturally flow out of a sound mind. For
any learner driver, having the correct attitude is a pure gold mine from which success in the
DSVA test proceeds.This is why many learner drivers are calm and coordinated behind the
wheel during their driving lessons and practice tests. They ignore that their instructor is sitting
beside them in the front and focus on the task at hand. This set of learner drivers exhibit
significant progress and confidence during their lessons. Many even go as far as having a
MOCK DRIVING TEST (As a learner driver, taking a mock driving test is beneficial. You gain a
good level of proficiency in driving and test standard during a mock test. And of course, it is
significantly cheaper if one has failed a mock driving test and not the DVSA test).Unsurprisingly,
a good number of people that sit for the MOCK DRIVING TEST passed with few minor faults or
none at all.But when it is time to be tested by the DVSA examiner on what they have learned,
regrettably, the same people now become stressed and full of anxiety. Many find it challenging,
especially with an examiner sitting next to them. Many go through emotional problems at night,



proceeding the test day not relaxing and having a sleeping disorder. Unfortunately, lack of sleep
hampers your concentration and decision-making abilities which in turn affects your ability to
drive well.Unfortunately, many go for DVSA tests having this psychological defensive failure
active. The only way to address what you see in the mirror is not to put your hand in the mirror
but to take it from where it’s in your body. So to understand psychological defensive failure, we
need to attack it through what is referred to as Your Burning Reasons. Your burning reason is the
engine room inside you that empowers and motivates you to focus.The naked truth is that we all
face mental blocks that stop us when we’re trying to achieve our desire in life.It is even more
effective at deterring individuals when they are about to achieve something requiring the right
attitude, such as the DVSA driving practical test. The good news, however, is that you can
overcome these mental blocks that stand between you and your success in your Practical
Driving Test.In order words, everything that will position your mind from distraction at every split
second is, therefore, your best weapon. I’m happy to tell you that that weapon is nothing more
than Your Burning Reason.YOUR BURNING REASONSWhen we set out to do something as
inspiring and mindset influencing as obtaining a Driving License, it’s essential to recognize the
reason behind it from the onset.Although the combination of a good driving school, instructor,
and more intensive lessons may seem like the recipe for a pass in a DVSA practical driving test.
But even those who can check each of those boxes like the driving Instructors, driving
examiners, Parents that are of concern, etc. might feel like something is missing—and that
“something” is your Burning Reason for the test.Are you saying if I don’t have a burning reason, I
will not pass? The answer is a resounding yes. even if by chance you pass, you might lose the l
even before the end of your two years’ probationary period. Not that your burning reason can
give your licence alone, it will also protect it from being lost due to more than six-point in your
licence due to your driving offences.Your burning reason is why you want a driving licence so
badly. Your burning reason is that significant benefit to add to your overall wellbeing. Your
Reason is what makes you thirsty and hungry for the driving licence even as the deer is thirsty
for water. Do you have a burning or strong reason to have a driving licence? That is passing your
DVSA practical driving test. In other words, what is the benefit of a driving license to you?Your
burning reason is the centerpiece or the strong foundation every other thing you will learn in this
book is laid on. So, if you cannot identify your burning reason, you should STOP reading as it will
not 100 percent work for you. By crossing this line, I believe you are ready with or preparing a
solid reason for your test!Finding your reason is more than just a click or a dream that will never
come tree. It’s a tool for a quicker, better, and happier way to pass your practical test and obtain
a healthier driving career that very few people use.Your Burning or Strong reason generates the
inner force that pulls you through all kinds of challenges that come your way from the day you
start your practical lesson with your driving instructor to your test. The stronger your reason is,
the more determined you will be to focus on the steps you will take to develop you to succeed.A
good number of people lose focus at a critical point when they could have achieved success.
Because the power that should sustain their focus and determination failed them.We all have a



reason for doing the things we do. The difference is the value we place on our reason. Until you
see the importance of your reason or how beneficial they are to your success in the DVSA test
you can’t enjoy their benefits.It’s said that history, significantly negative, speaks by repeating
itself, but we are never bothered to listen because we have little awareness of its potential
danger. People usually underestimate the destructive power of these mental blocks.
Unfortunately, these mental blocks punish you for your ignorance by being the key to your defeat
at the point where you least expected it.Your burning reason [when applied] breaks down the
power of these mental blocks. In order words, it gives you an edge over them. Your burning
reason empowers and motivates you to focus behind the wheel. Focus is a state of mind that
enhances visualisation, awareness, concentration, and discipline. What follows is your desire to
succeed and grow which ultimately allows your self-confidence to take charge behind the
wheels.When this happens, your emotion becomes a positive ability to meditate on what you
have learned. Your mind now becomes a potpourri of all these positive mental energies,
enabling you to sustain a positive and safe driving mindset behind the wheel throughout the test
period. Remember, the examiners are primarily looking for natural and safe driving.Another thing
you need to know is that we have faced a sudden chill of apprehension these days due to the
changes in the way of living we are in a different time. Things are no longer the same; social
closeness was part of our lifestyle. This closeness we have before allows instructors to explain
and demonstrate for you to understand the point they are passing across to you.Unfortunately,
the privilege of closeness while imparting ideas through various examples are now luxuries we
can’t afford due to social distancing. Every examiner takes safety concerns very seriously. By
observing social distance, all procedures are tailored towards driving business efficiently.So,
your first impression to show the examiner how safe your driving is, is very important.It’s,
therefore, a good decision to take by any learner driver to have or at least make up a solid and
good burning reason [which motivate us to focus and be disciplined behind the wheel so we can
make our practical driving test natural and safe at the first attempt.Identifying Your Burning
ReasonsFor us to identify our burning reason, we need to know what can never be part of our
burning reasons.I want to drive that classic car, so I need a driving licence can never be a
burning reason neither is all my mate are now with the car I must have a driving licence and have
a car of my own. These reasons and others in such categories are too weak and cannot
motivate you to focus, so they aren’t good enough to be your Burning Reasons. To surmount the
obstacles challenging your mindset to pass your practical driving test all the reasons listed
below can be a model example to build up a good burning reason.My study / Career is My
Burning ReasonAs a student, you need to be in your lecture room or class at a good time as
your success in your education largely depends on your punctuality and attendance. Having a
vehicle will enhance your education goals. This can be your burning reason for sitting for your
DVSA test. It’s a tragedy to fail or not having a good grade because you cannot attend class in
time due to transportation. Fortunately, having a burning reason can motivate you to focus
anytime you are behind the wheel.Parent or CareerAs a parent or caregivers, we are pressurised



on every angle. Our job or business pressures coupled with providing for the family and taking
the children to school in what is referred to as school run can be nerve-wracking. The school run
is a pain in the neck to so many people because they lack excellent and efficient transportation
to and from school.Visualise the benefit of having the opportunity to take the children to school
with your car; the difficulty you encounter in doing it every school day cannot be
overemphasised and, therefore, is strong enough to motivate you. The stress of coming from the
store with large groceries and waiting long before the taxi or friend comes to your rescue can be
your burning reason. It’s enough to seriously motivate you into the right discipline and drive you
to sustain your license.My career/ Business my Burning Reason to pass DVSA testStarting a
new career or job that requires a driving licence as a major certificate to possess, being at work
or business meeting or dealings in time, thinking of applying for that new position or career, but
they need somebody with a vehicle and having a driving licence. These and many more of
likeness are good burning reasons. Visualise and think how difficult it has been so far and what
relief a driving licence can bring you. These can motivate you and stop the mental block from
taking over.CHAPTER TwoHow We Can Apply Our Burning Reasons TowardDVSA TestNow that
you have figured out or identified your burning reason for taking your DSA test, it’s necessary to
know that it must not take the place of our driving lesson. A Learner’s driving lessons need to be
well laid out and followed chronologically. Do not play with your driving lesson. For your burning
reason and all other positive mental energies to be effective, you need practice! Constant and
consistent practice of your driving lesson. Therefore, to apply your burning reason, you
must:WRITE DOWN YOUR BURNING REASONYou can only use your burning reason and
achieve your desired result is to write them down. Yes!!! Write down your burning reason. Many
will not do this, and it is a very serious mistake. Your very eyes having contact with your sense
[you have written down] can motivate you in many ways; visualisation skills and meditation skills,
and of course, discipline as it progresses.MAKE A DAILY GLANCE AT YOUR BURNING
REASONTake a look at the burning reason you have written at least once a day, before or after
your lesson.Even though writing down and revisiting your burning reason may feel awkward at
first, but you will start to reap the benefit as your power of focus, visualisation, and meditation
skills increases.INTRODUCING VISUALISATION SKILLS TO LEARNER DRIVERVisualisation
is the process of running through a scene in your mind before you do something – like a mental
rehearsal. So, the brain is getting trained for actual performance during visualization. It’s been
found that mental practices can enhance motivation, increase confidence and self-esteem,
improve motor performance, put your brain in the best condition for success, and increase states
of flow—all relevant to achieving your best life!Furthermore, the advantage of visualizing is that
learners who can train their mental eyes to recall and rehearse their lessons often become better
drivers. Learner asides from improved driving skills, also boost the learner’s confidence in
attaining the driving test standard.
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